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ABSTRACT: In Bandung City, the empowerment culinary entrepreneurship was 

developed through the efforts of the spread of culinary centers in several strategic areas. 

This step is an action to parse of disorder and congestion, as well as dampen the angry 

residents are disturbed by the behavior of traders who tend to be apathetic about the 

community's efforts in creating the city of Bandung as a creative city and culinary city, 

which require ergonowical!y appropriate motto town atmosphere, namely: genah 

(beautiful], rnerenah (orderly] and tumaninah [comfortable), The city of Bandung is in 

need of the participation of all street hawkers culinary as an important subject in 

realizing the city environmental circumstances as the culinary tourism city. This is in 

line with some of the results of "search on empowerment hawkers, which is highly 

recommend the utilization of community of street hawkers as important element of the 

city development Observations in the field showed a tendency toward apathy 

symptoms toward of the ergonomicvalues, consumer behavior, urban culture, culinary 

manners and envfronment of life. Through the ethnographic approach and the culture of 

Sundanese ergonomic (or ergonomy principle in Sundanese culture) expected to be 

achieved successfully by optimizingthe application of the norm of Sundanese culture as 

the root of the culinary culture of the majority of people in Bandung city. 

Implementation of ergonomics in the physical form and the value of the Sundanese 

culture in the form of psychic, is a synergistic combination that can be applied in the 

product design of working device of culinary street hawkers, which is relevant to the 

identity of local culinary culture and to mutualistic synergy with the needs of the city. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Macro Ergonomic Problems in Bandung 

Bandung is known as  the city of flowers and Paris van Java, now carryingthe new 

nickname as a creative city, town shopping and culinary tourism city. 

The popuIation size and the flurry of activity, resulting in the city becoming rundown, 

disorderly and traffic jams. T h e  poor condition of this social psychological, resulting in a 

change in the nature and character of the city residents. Source of the problem is 

highlighted by all parBes, is rampant street vendors who sell on the pavements, roads 

and public Facilities. In regulating streetvendors, have enacted local regulations with an 

indication of hardhittingsanctions. 

The government oFBandung has made culinary vendors as subject reformer or change 

agent. The vendors culinary become a central element in meeting the requirements to 

qualify Bandnng as culinary tourism city. 

Bandung City Government and the residents, has been working together to develop the 

business center of culinary street vendors in some areas, which has a hygienic 

sanitation facilities, adequate parking space, and mutualistic bussiness management. But 

these effort have not been succesful, because it is only capable of controling the order 

and traffic congestion, while the slum problem that reduces the beauty of the city can 

not addressed effectivelly and efficently. 

Through laws and regulations, public order can be realized, and through street vendors 

relocation poky ,  has been able to reduce the potential for increased congestion of the 

city, Meanwhile, to overcome the pmblerns associated with aesthetic squalor of the city, 

i t  is necessary to study the issues ofaesthetic and deepening of the approach in such a 

visual elernem 

1.2 The Rerationship Between Ergonomics and Culture 

Through visual observation, more vendors untidiness problems caused by the use of 

tarpaulins or plastic sheeB are used as roofing and wall. 

In conditions directly exposed to sun and rain water, tarpaulins and plastic can only 
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